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In 2013, Sesame Street introduced its first Muppet with an incarcerated parent, Alex.1 Also this year, U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder acknowledged that "too many Americans go to too many prisons for far too long and for no good law enforcement reason."2 With this Feature in the Yale Law & Policy Review,3 Chesa Boudin, Trevor Stutz, and Aaron Littman bring long-overdue attention to prison visitation, which affects so many American families, and especially the children of the incarcerated.4 The authors’ important effort could help to undermine the radically isolating style of imprisonment5 that has developed in the U.S. during an era of mass incarceration,6 in which visitation is markedly restricted compared to other advanced democracies.
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This nationwide survey of prison visitation policies is a tremendous contribution to the study of corrections regulation. The project makes available information that previously was difficult to obtain, and provides a much fuller picture of visitation in jurisdictions across the country. The scrutiny of prison policies is all the more important, as the authors explain, because courts accord tremendous deference to prison officials' judgment, even when their policies impinge on prisoners' federal constitutional rights. As I argued in my 2010 Article, *Ad Law Incarcerated*, this judicial deference is particularly troubling because prison regulations are frequently promulgated without the kind of procedural protections and public scrutiny mandated in other areas of administrative law. Because courts defer to prison officials, whose rules are often exempt from notice-and-comment rulemaking, the type of project undertaken here is one of the few ways to shine a light on corrections regulations.

We stand at a critical moment in which to confront these issues. Beginning in 1970, America saw four decades of prison expansion, which by 2008 had resulted in the incarceration of one in one hundred Americans and one in fifteen African-American men. In 2010, prison populations finally began to decline. In the wake of the economic crisis of 2008, several states, including some with tough-on-crime reputations, adopted reforms designed to reduce prison populations, such as alternatives to incarceration for non-violent offenders and reduced penalties for drug and property crimes. This year, Attorney General Holder announced changes in federal prosecution policies to avoid harsh mandatory minimum sentences for low-level, non-violent drug offenses. Some observers believe that these changes are not merely a response to the Great Recession, but a policy pivot with staying power. At the same time, mass incarceration appears to be crumbling under its own weight. Recently, litigation forced the Cal-

California Department of Corrections, once the nation's largest state corrections system, to reduce its prison population. Liberalizing visitation would be consistent with these trends. Citing a Minnesota study, the authors argue that prisoners who receive visits are less likely to be reincarcerated, thus potentially lowering prison populations.

Adopting more humane visitation policies also could change the qualitative nature of what Sharon Dolovich has termed “incarceration American-style.” She describes this as “a distinct cultural practice with its own aesthetic . . . orange jumpsuits, cell blocks, bars, barbed wire”—a world evoked by the title of the hit 2013 web series, *Orange is the New Black.* In real life, Dolovich writes, the “American-style of incarceration” includes several harsh components curtailing visitation, including:

- greatly restricted movement; limited media access to the facility; strict limits on visits and communication with family and friends on the outside; minimal access to or control over personal effects; a lack of privacy vis-à-vis staff or other prisoners; limited access to meaningful work, education, or other programming; little if any concern for the self-respect of the incarcerated; an “us” versus “them” dynamic between the incarcerated and custodial staff; and increased reliance on solitary confinement for the purpose of punishment or control.

Dolovich argues that “degrading” people this way creates a “permanently marginal” class of inmates.
The miserly “American-style” of prison visitation is unique among advanced democracies, a facet of what James Q. Whitman has described as America’s exceptional harshness compared to Western Europe.\textsuperscript{21} A 2013 Vera Institute report described how Dutch and German corrections authorities strive for “normalization,” or making prisoners’ lives as much like the free world as possible.\textsuperscript{22}

In her book on women’s incarceration, Silja Talvi noted the relatively family-friendly atmosphere for visitors at Holloway Prison in the United Kingdom and the presence of mother/baby units in correctional facilities in the U.K., Finland, and Canada.\textsuperscript{23} Holloway Prison has a Visitors Center run by a children’s charity, which states that its “aim is to provide a supportive, friendly and welcoming environment for everybody.”\textsuperscript{24} HMP Askham Grange, an “open” prison for women in the U.K., hosts Acorn House, where imprisoned mothers care for their children unsupervised for up to 48 hours.\textsuperscript{25}

In the U.K., opportunities for high-quality family visitation are not limited to women’s prisons. A 2012 article in the Prison Service Journal reports that “most prisons in England and Wales” have prison visitors’ centers\textsuperscript{26}—areas outside of the main prison where family can prepare for their visit, sometimes staffed by guards and in other instances run by charitable organizations.\textsuperscript{27} HMP Grendon, a “small, therapeutic” prison where all of the male prisoners are “serious offenders on long sentences,” hosts “family days on wings [and] children’s days.”\textsuperscript{28} Relatives and partners of U.K. prisoners can receive financial assistance to defray the cost of visitation.\textsuperscript{29}
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Other advanced democracies have similar policies. Canada provides eligible prisoners with “private family visits” for up to seventy-two hours every two months, occurring in separate quarters with kitchens and living areas. Finnish women are permitted monthly overnight visits with their partners and even “vacations” from prison. In Denmark, residents of “open” state prisons are permitted leave from prison every third weekend, and, in Norway, prisoners can be granted a “leave-of-absence.”

Of course, liberalizing visitation policies alone cannot increase visitation. The Ohio study cited by the authors concluded that poor families and working families with children, along with those who must use public transportation, face significant visitation challenges. “Friendly” visitation policies cannot undo the structural effects of locating facilities in remote rural areas without easy access to trains and airports. Disturbingly, as this Response was being written, the United States’ Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) announced plans to close the only federal facility designated for women on the Eastern seaboard and relocate the 1,100 women housed there (many of them from the cities of the Northeastern corridor) to rural Alabama. After eleven U.S. senators called for the BOP to provide more information about the move, the BOP temporarily suspended the plan, then
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resumed it, then halted it during the government shutdown of 2013. As of this writing, it appears that the BOP has agreed to construct a new facility for women in the Northeast.

Some visitation practices pose a risk of reinforcing the “prison industrial complex.” The Feature describes one form of visitation—video visitation—that could boomerang when it involves private vendors. Phone companies have charged notoriously high rates for prison phone service, which the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) recently voted to limit for interstate calls. More troubling, as the authors acknowledge, is the possibility that private vendors will benefit from growing their market. This can result from expanded visitation or (worse) from growing numbers of prisoners. Even as the media heralds declining incarceration rates, the Corrections Corporation of America reportedly forecasts prison growth as the economy rebounds.

When Sesame Street introduced Alex, observers worried that it signaled a “normalization” of parental incarceration. Indeed, some argue that bringing children to prison regularly (and especially housing them there on mother-baby
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units) will do more harm than good. Others might fear—for different reasons—that expanding family visitation might cause us to accept over-incarceration as the new normal.

However, comparing our visitation policies to other advanced democracies suggests that American mass incarceration is about more than the numbers. Imprisonment in the U.S. is qualitatively different. Implementing high-quality visitation programs could help to end this destructive “cultural practice,” which may finally have run its terrible course. If we are going to bring Alex’s dad home to stay, progressive visitation policy is a good place to start.
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